SATURDAY
GREEK THEATER
BERKELEY CONFERENCE ON
BLACK POWER
and ITS CHALLENGES

9:45 - MIKE MILLER - "HISTORY OF BLACK POWER IN SNCC"
10:00 - IVANHOE DONALDSON (N.Y. Director of SNCC)
10:40 - A STATEMENT FROM MARK COMFORT
11:00 - TERRY CANNON (Editor of The Movement)
11:30 - RON KARENGA (from Watts)
11:50 - CLAY CARSON (from Watts)
12:00 - ELIJAH TURNER (Oakland Black Organizer)
12:20 - "TWO VIEWS ON BLACK POWER" (with audience questions)
    -- JAMES BEVEL (Southern Christian Leadership Conference)
    -- IVANHOE DONALDSON (SNCC)
1:40 - RENNIE DAVIS (Chicago JOIN) "ORGANIZING WHITES"
2:10 - PANEL "BLACK POWER IN LOCAL COMMUNITIES"
    - Watts: DANNY GREY BROTHER LENNIE
    - Richmond: KATHERINE RIMES
    - Oakland: ELIJAH TURNER
    - Moderator: MIKE MILLER
3:10 - "ORGANIZING STUDENTS"
    -- MIKE SMITH (SDS)
    -- MIKE PARKER (SDS)
3:50 - JAMES BEVEL (Southern Christian Leadership Conference)
4:30 - STOKELY CARMICHAEL (Chairman of SNCC)

REVISED
WHITE ROLE

- Watts: DANNY GREY BROTHER LENNIE
- Richmond: KATHERINE RIMES
- Oakland: ELIJAH TURNER
- Moderator: MIKE MILLER

3:10 - "ORGANIZING STUDENTS"
    -- MIKE SMITH (SDS)
    -- MIKE PARKER (SDS)
3:50 - JAMES BEVEL (Southern Christian Leadership Conference)

4:30 - STOKELY CARMICHAEL (Chairman of SNCC)
FRIDAY

The Following Panels in Westminster Hall (College and Bancroft Aves)
3:30-5:00 - "BLACK POWER AND VIOLENCE"
  NATHAN GLAZER - Prof. of Sociology, Berkeley
  AUSTIN BLACK - Chairman of Watts BURN
  JAMES PETRAS - Graduate Student, Dept' of Political Science

5:00-6:30 - "BLACK CULTURE AND INTEGRATION"
  DONALD HOPKINS - Ass't Dean of Students
  BARBARA AUTHOR - Cal Student
  BROTHER LENNIE - Watts Community Alert Patrol
  GEORGE McCLINTON - S.F. Concerned Citizens Committee
  ROBERT BLAUNER - Ass't Prof. of Sociology, Berkeley

7:30-9:00 - "HISTORICAL AND CULTURAL ROOTS OF BLACK POWER"
  ST. CLAIR DRAKE - Prof. of Sociology, Roosevelt Univ., co-author
                   of Black Metropolis
  EDGAR FRIEDENBERG - Prof. of Sociology, Univ. of Calif., Davis,
                   author of The Vanishing Adolescent and
                   Coming of Age in America
  LAWRENCE LEVINE - Ass't Prof. of History, Berkeley

9:00-10:30 - "BLACK POWER AND AMERICAN POLITICS"
  DANNY GREY - Los Angeles N-VAC, Southern Californians for
             New Politics
  CARL BLOICE - Community for New Politics
  BEN LUSK - Brown Campaign Worker
  MICHAEL SHUTE - Steering Committee of C.C.N.P., Independent
                 Socialist Club

The Following Panel in Le Conte, Rm. 4
1:00-5:30 - "ORGANIZING WHITES"
  RENNIE DAVIS - Chicago JOIN
  MIKE MILLER - SNCC
  ELLIJAH TURNER - Oakland

SUNDAY

SDS, the MOVEMENT, and the FUTURE

WHERE DO WE STAND?
WHERE DO WE WANT TO GO?
HOW DO WE GET THERE?

1 - 5 pm
EUCALYPTUS GROVE